LUND FR BLACKOUT
A subtle decorative herringbone
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Drapery

Lund - Ash

Lund - Barley

Lund - Berry

Lund - Fossil

Lund - Gold

Lund - Grey

Lund - Linen

Lund - Ocean

Lund - Seabreeze

Lund - Silver

Lund - Steel

Lund - Stone
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For effortlessly stylish curtains with a subtle decorative herringbone design and a soft flowing drape.
Lund has a new soft to the touch handle and feel and comes In 12 colours that include: mellow
silver, grey and seabreeze, neutral linen and stone, muted ocean, steel, gold and berry.
Lund provides total blackout, improved insulation, energy savings and noise reduction as well as
ensuring a room has a sense of peace and tranquillity. With a high performance spec, its wide-width,
washable and flame retardant to BS 5867 pt2 B, IMO and EN 13773, with a flurocarbon water
resistant finish that you can wipe down. Lund is an enticing option for many contract interiors projects
from hotel bedrooms, healthcare, cruise and educational interiors.
A perfect mix of form and function means Lund is set to become a winning choice - the perfect
foundation for enduring new schemes and contract refurbishments.
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BANCROFT - FOR HOTEL & LEISURE, CRUISE, HEALTHCARE & EDUCATIONAL INTERIORS

LUND FR BLACKOUT
DESIGN		

Lund FR Blackout

PRODUCT CODE		

7092

USAGE		
Drapery
COMPOSITION		

100% Polyester

WEIGHT		
330gsm
WIDTH		
280cm & 140cm
CARE INSTRUCTIONS

F
P

FR STANDARDS		

BS 5867 PT 2B, IMO, EN 13773

COLOUR FASTNESS		

3.4

FINISH		
Soil & Stain Resistant & Water Repellent
Important - We cannot guarantee an exact shade match against samples between production batches, slight variations are inevitable with the
print process and on different base cloths. Due to legislation, tests methods, standards and specifications may differ from the above, please refer to the
price list or call our sales desk for confirmation of the most current specifications.
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